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LETTER OF INTENT
To whom it may concern,
My name is NOME DO APLICANTE, I am a Brazilian undergraduate student of
NOME DO CURSO at the Federal University of NOME DA UNIVERSIDADE. I am
writing this letter to inform you of my interest in the International Student Exchange
Program at NOME DA UNIVERSIDADE QUE ESTA APLICANDO.
To explain why I want this opportunity to study at FUTURA UNIVERSIDADE in
Canada I need to explain a little about myself. Ever since I was a child, despite the
adversities lived by my family I had the wish of making the difference and leaving
my mark in the world. As I grew up, I became a curious kid, wondering how things
worked and fell in love with science, especially how it could improve or even save
lives. Then, when I was 16 years old I came across Biomedical Sciences, a course
that was a perfect fit for me and could give me a chance to follow and know more
about the areas of study I am interested on, such as molecular biology, virology,
microbiology and immunology. I believe that studying some of those areas at
NOME DA FUTURA UNIVERSIDADE, a university with high academic standards,
would be an outstanding experience an a huge step to help me make the
difference and leave the mark I wanted to leave on the world when I was a child.
Another decisive point about my interest in the International Student Exchange
Program at NOME DA FUTURA UNIVERSIDADE is my educational record along
undergraduate period. Along undergraduate period, I have already been a scientific
initiation volunteer for about a year and a half in the Virology Laboratory at the
NOME DA UNIVERSIDADE, where I learned and got to know more about
academic research, also having the opportunity to present laboratory projects at
scientific events. Nevertheless, in my spare time, I am a member of a few other
projects, such as the League of Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine, where
the students have a chance to discuss topics about these fields. I have also been a
member for two years of the Camillo Golgi Academic Center of the Biomedical
Sciences School, holding scientific and social events for the Course academic
community at the University, such as the Biomedical Sciences Academic Journey
event, where I had an enormous opportunity, as one of the organizers, for learning,

maturing and growing. Therefore, when I learned of the announcement of the
exchange program for Canada in my university I knew it was another opportunity to
learn more about science, in a different country and culture in one of the best
universities in the world to study, and maybe bring some of the knowledge
exchanged in the program to the projects I am involved with in Brazil.
I believe that having this kind of international experience and getting to enjoy
the Canadian Educational System is an unique opportunity for personal and
professional growth. I will give my best to enjoy everything that NOME DA
FUTURA UNIVERSIDADE has to offer me, especially in the areas of study I am
interested in, and I also hope to leave a positive mark behind and maybe inspire
other people to live this kind of fulfilling experience.
Best regards,
NOME DO APLICANTE.

